
and in counting the composition upon Bills, the !ame shall be measured
as solid matter, and every neoessary fraction of a: page shall be counted
as a full page ; but no entire blank page shall be counied or charged
for.

5 IV. The Journal shall be printed in medium octavo form, on neat long Frm ror
primer type, and in as close and compact order as is coasistent with Joutna.I
good workmanship, without unnecessary blank or broken pages, each
page to contain as near as may be fifteen hundred. ems, including head
and foot lines.

10 V. The volumes of the Publie Documents, and al Reports, Cormu- Form for.ro-
nications and other documents ordered to be printed in Pamphlet form, lame of e-
shall he printed on the same kind of type, and the pages to be of the
same size, as specified for the Journals in the preceding section : said
Documents to be printed in Pamphlet form, shall be printed in close

15 compact order, without tille pages, unnecessary blank, or open spaces ;
the volumes of Publie Documents shail contain notbing that shall have
been inserted in the Laws or Journals of the same year, except the An-
nual Reports of the Public Officers; and the various Reports, Communi-
cations and other Documents proper to be inserted therein, shall follow

20 each other in as close compact order as is consistent with good work-
manship, without the intervention of unnecessary blanks orseparate title
pages; and the paging thereof shall be consecutive ; and at- the conclu-
sion there shall be an index, to be made ont by the printer, referring to
the particular page at which each separate Document commences. In

25 all cases where any document is printed in Pamphlet form by order of As to Docm-
the Legislature, or either branch thereof, by the contractor for the Prin- ments fret

'3 rnted inting of the volumes of Public Documents which shall also be inserted in e"
the volume of Public Documents, and in all cases where any such Do- form.
cument is printed in Pamphlet form by the contractor for the Printing of

10 the Journals, which shall also be printed in the Journals, but one charge
shall be made or allowed for the composition thereof.

VI. The Laws shall be printed in royal octavo form, on good small FormofLam.
pica type, the pages to be of the sane size and form. as those i the
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VII. That in the composition of ail Pamphlets, Laws, Journals and ooof ca-
volumes of Public Documents, every necessary fraction of à page shall be cnlating Com-

40 counted as a full page, but nu entire blank page shall be counted or °°tim-
charged for; and if in any branch of the Printing, tabular staternenis
occur, which it shaIl be impracticable to print on the gxdinary sized
pages, by using a amaller size of types, the saime shal be priùted on
tabular sheets of the necessary size, and the amount of cornppsition on

45 the same-,sbal- be asçertained by me.asuring.the printed surface and
thereby ascertaining the number of ems; and for al rule and ligure work,
a price and a -half for composition. shall be allowed, the- same t be
aseeriihedby strit iieasuement-and:cònnt. Buti one-chrgc shau-be


